
Data driven Design
Making informed Product Decision



Hi, I’m Robin
“If it cannot be measured, it cannot be managed.”

by Peter Drucker



Agenda

Why is it important to be data-driven?

What are Key Experience Indicators?

What Metrics can you use, how do you find them and how do they play together? 

Which tools can you use for Product Analytics?



Data-driven



If you want to design and built a 
great product you need data to 

make decisions.



“Every product person wants to make data-driven 
decisions. But to do so, you must have the right data, 
ask the right questions, and use the right tools. That’s 
having true product analytics maturity”

Mike Belsito
Co-Founder, Product Collective



Your users are 
the greatest source of data.
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Strategize & Ideate Build & Execute Launch & Operate

Learn and collect data in each phase of your 
development process

What do people need?

Who are the users?

What is the users 
workflow?

How do they currently 
solve their problems?

Can people use the product?

Which design generates better 
results?

Do people feel they will 
benefit from the product?

How engaged are our active 
users?

How many of our active users 
come back?

Are users successful in 
completing a task?

What percentage of our users 
have experienced value from 
the product?
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Strategize & Ideate Build & Execute Launch & Operate

You need to learn and collect data in each phase 
of your development process

What do people need?

Who are the users?

What is the users 
workflow?

How do they currently 
solve their problems?

Can people use the product?

Which design generates better 
results?

Do people feel they will 
benefit from the product?

How engaged are our active 
users?

How many of our active users 
come back?

Are users successful in 
completing a task?

What percentage of our users 
have experienced value from 
the product?

User Interviews & Observations

Qualitative Data

Do we understand what the user 

needs?

Usability Testing

Qualitative & Quantitative Data

Does the user understand how to use 

what we are building? 
Key Experience Indicators

Quantitative Data 

Does it work as expected and does it 

provide the results and the value we 

envisioned?  



Many product teams fail to 
continually assess the impact of the 

features they deliver. 



Key Experience 
Indicators



Key Experience Indicators

Key Experience Indicators (KEIs) provide a quantitative score 
of a specific, important, and actionable phenomenon related 
to using a product or service. 



Measuring KEIs has the following 
benefits

KEIs provide information to decision makers
KEIs can predict business outcomes
KEIs give insights into qualitative findings and customer anecdotes



Some things to be aware of when 
working with Key Experience 

Indicators



What vs. Why

KEIs will never explain themselves. 
To fully understand a KEI, you must invest in qualitative research.



Good vs. Bad

It is not always clear whether KEIs are showing a positive or 
negative phenomenon.



Average time to first click 
is 49 seconds.



Average time on site is 27:38 
minutes.



Page bounce rate is 99%.



Attitude vs. Behavior

What people say does not necessarily match how they behave. 

People’s attitude is interesting yet behavior is much more telling. 



Overall vs. specific

Measuring a specific phenomena gives you the ability to focus 
efforts and save resources.



Rule #1
Only measure things you have full 

intent to change!



Test question for your team

Will we take action once we have data for this metric?



Rule #2
Reach team agreement and shared 

understanding



Test question for your team

Do we agree this metric is important to measure?



Rule #3
Only measure things that are core to 

the experience



Test question for your team

Does this metric measure a thing that is core to the experience?



Antonellas Restaurants

Chef Antonella opened her new restaurant six 
months ago. 

Everything has been going really well. 

Revenue is up, tables are reserved in advance, 
and the restaurant is full and lively every single 
night. 



Antonellas Restaurants

Chef Antonella opened her new restaurant six 
months ago. 

Everything has been going really well. 

Revenue is up, tables are reserved in advance, 
and the restaurant is full and lively every single 
night. 

Close to 100% of customers are new. She has 
almost no returning customers. 

On average, 70% of food is left on the plates. 

Something is wrong although business is great.



Metrics 



The most used metric categories
Reach - Activation - Active Usage - Engagement - Retention - Happiness



Reach
Reach is the total number of people who 
have used the product in a recent time 
period. 



Reach

How many people have used your product in a recent time period?

Sample Metric:

● Subscribers
● Users from paid accounts
● Active licenses
● Active buyers (6-month)



Activation 
Activation is a foundational step that primes 
a new user to become an active user. 



Activation (Adoption)

What percentage of new users have onboarded and experienced your product’s value?

Sample Metrics:

● Completed registration within 30 days
● Completed a first purchase
● Made a first deposit within 7 days
● Watched 5 videos on the first 7 days



Active usage
Active users are people who have taken a key 
action and received value from your product 
within a recent time period. 



Active usage

Are people showing up regularly and performing a key action?

Sample Metrics:

● Weekly active users (WAU)
● Monthly active users (MAU)



Engagement
Engagement measures a deeper level of 
commitment to the product. 

It accounts for both the frequency and 
cadence of completing key actions, answering 
the question, “how engaged are your active 
users?”



Engagement

How engaged are your active users?

Sample Metrics:

● Transactions
● Viewed reports
● Conversions
● Recommended product views
● Minutes watched (video)

divided by active users (WAU or MAU)



Retention
Retention is the metric that shows whether 
your product has staying power. 

Are you giving those who have already come 
through the door enough reason to come 
back?



Retention

How many active users come back?

Sample Metrics: 

● 7 day retention
● 30 day retention



How do these metrics play together?



Weekly 
Active Usage 

4 user

4 of 12

12 users 
in last 6 months

Reach

4 new users

Engagement

2.5 actions / 
WAU

Retention

50%

2 of 4

Activation

25%

1 of 4



Also add metrics that are specific to 
your business



Business-specific

How else does your business deliver value? 

Sample Metrics:

● Savings per user
● ARR per DAU
● Support Tickets per WAU
● Average purchase price
● Cart abandonment rate
● Good Churn



Look at User Success to identify good metrics

Goals Signals Metrics



Identify a User Success Goal

What makes your users successful? 

“The user can complete task xyz efficiently 
without the need for support.”



Look at signals

Which behaviour will indicate to you that you are on 
the right track to user success?

Less questions asked to Support 

User can perform the task quicker



Identify the Metrics

Which metrics will you use to measure success?

#of support tickets/week 

avg. time spent on task/WAU

30

8 min

5

4 min

BASELINE TARGET



OK … there is one other metric 
I should mention



Happiness
User happiness is a self-reported 
measurement, which means you 
have to ask people to rate their 
happiness rather than tracking their 
behavior.

That also means that emotions and 
bias come to play here.



Key mistakes in measuring happiness

Measuring overall happiness

Measuring happiness out of context

Over complicating things



If you are going to track happiness
 do it at the right time, 

in the right context and 
make it as simple as possible!  









Metrics 
Framework



Choose your Focus Metric
What matters most for your business?



Active Usage
Weekly or monthly active users



Define what “active usage” means 
for your product



What is an active user for your product?

People who go beyond visiting or logging in and also 
take a key action that the product was built for.

Ask yourself

 “If we improve this number will the product’s long-term 
performance improve?”



Active Usage

Reach Activation Engagement Retention Business-
specific

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Focus metric
Matters most 
for your business

Level 1
Complement 
the focus metric

Level 2
Get more specific





Product 
Analytics
Tooling



What you need to consider when 
selecting a product analytics tool



Does the tool go beyond website and marketing analytics?

Does the tool provide real product analytics?

Can Product Managers and other stakeholders work with it?

Does the tool allow easy access for everyone in your organisation?



Great for Marketing Analytics but hard to 
use for Product Analytics









Funnel Reports



Flow Reports



Retention Reports



Launch impact



Signal Reports



Let’s summarize



“Every product person wants to make data-driven 
decisions. But to do so, you must have the right data, 
ask the right questions, and use the right tools. That’s 
having true product analytics maturity”

Mike Belsito
Co-Founder, Product Collective



Make it a habit
Make data-driven decision making part of your product culture. 



Start now
The later you start with collecting data the harder it will get. 

Start simple with a few data points but start now.



Fina call to action

Please give feedback.

Get in touch if you want to learn more and 

get Key Experience indicators into place for your product.



Thank you for 
attending!


